
READY 
'THE ASK'

f o r

TEN SIMPLE, POWERFUL
WAYS TO ASK FOR
DONATIONS AT 
YOUR NEXT EVENT



What SHOULD happen,
and more often, what
actually does happen.

A panel and lunch, a golf
tournament, or an annual dinner -
each event offers valuable time to
connect with current and new
donors and ask for the funding your
organization will leverage for
capacity and services.
 
WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN:
'The ask' moment at your events
should be carefully structured to
highlight opportunities for
attendees to donate time and
funds to your organization.
 
Attendees should have a very
clear understanding of what you
need and how to give. 
 
WHAT DOES HAPPEN:
Few of us feel fully confident when
the moment comes to ask for
monetary support. Deep down, we
hope the merits of the organization,
and the value we bring to those we
serve is enough to drive support. 

we leave people confused about
how they get involved with your
organization and initiatives,
unsure of next steps to take to
learn more or donate,
and then our chance to fully
leverage the moment is over as
attendees file out.

But in actuality:

 
In the following list, you'll find some
new ideas and be reminded of the
essentials to a successful event ask
in the following ideas. 
 
Is this list exhaustive? Certainly not -
this list could grow, likely with your
own best practices you've learned in
your years of development and
leadership. 
 
Leverage the opportunity that
events offer, and the chance to
connect face to face of your event.
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Elevate the Ask
Event donation 'ask' ideas toward a
stronger, more effective ask

CHECK WHICH WAYS YOU WILL ELEVATE
YOUR ASK AT YOUR NEXT EVENT

Create a clear, concise give appeal. Include
how, when, where, why, what, for whom, and
include these in a professionally designed,
high-quality donation card, along with 
contact information for follow-up!

1 STRONG,
CLEAR 
ASK

Include both the 'think' and the 'feel' in your
ask - both the facts and the stories that
demonstrate past and future impact and
success.

2 THINK,
FEEL, 
DO

You host the event to make the ask -ensure
you don't run out of time and rush through
it. How can you build margin in your
agenda? Should anything be cut for time?

3 TELL 
YOUR 
TIME 

Do a test donation on your website and a
test sign-up on your email list. Some donors
will prefer to give online, and expect and be
ready for mobile web visitors at the event.

4 DIGITAL
PLATFORMS
READY

Share clear talking points and ways people
can support your organization (in bullets!) to
senior staff, frontline staff, and your board
on at least two occasions before the event. 

5 MOBILIZE
YOUR 
TEAM
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Elevate the Ask
 

PRACTICE
MAKES
READY

Practice your ask out loud. Avoid scripting;
rather bullet a few key points to be intentional
and effective. Be ready for the moment to
fully maximize your event investment.

6

Ask donors to raise their card in the air to be
collected. Immediate peer recognition
inspires others to participate immediately,
before the moment passes.

IMMEDIATE
RECOGITION

7

TEXT
ME

Leverage new technology tools that allow
guests to 'text to give' or to join your email
list via mobile.

8

MULTIPLE
MONTHLY
LEVELS

Include three levels: example, $15, $30, $90.
Be sure to include a minimal giving level -
this begins the giving relationship and
ongoing opportunities with a donor.

9

GIVE TIME
OR MONEY

Allow donors volunteer time as well as their
money. Include a simple engagement
opportunity (share social media, join email
list), and include these along with financial
contribution levels on your donation card.

10

CHECK WHICH WAYS YOU WILL ELEVATE
YOUR ASK AT YOUR NEXT EVENT
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At Persona Media Co., our vision is to help
nonprofits excel at connecting with donors and
meet the digital age with simple and powerful
integrated marketing.
 
Data-driven, integrated marketing eliminates the
guesswork (where do I invest marketing time and
money?) and keeps you from throwing money
down a hole.
 
Let us help you tackle your marketing like a pro.
We keep you on track with a plan in place that
you can confidently execute, or let us reliably
manage it for you in-budget. 

ABOUT US

Thank you for reading!
 

Will you please share this checklist with a colleague? 
 

For over 8 years, we have helped nonprofits polish and
deliver an exceptional Ask at their event. Let us help you

strategize your next successful event Ask. 
 

Book a free 30-minute 
"Learn & Explore Call" at

personateam.com/contact
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